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Rent to own and alternatives to high cost credit 

Background

The Carnegie UK Trust is a charitable foundation, based in Dunfermline in Scotland and operating 
across the whole of the UK and Ireland. We were set up in 1913 by the Scottish-American 
philanthropist Andrew Carnegie with the remit of improving the wellbeing of the people of UK and 
Ireland

Since 2014 we have been delivering a programme of work aimed at improving access to affordable 
sources of credit for those most in need. While our work has primarily focused on Scotland, we believe 
our research findings and practical initiatives have applicability and relevance across the UK.

We believe that access to small sum credit, when appropriate, is a vital tool for all households, 
regardless of their position in the UK’s income deciles, to help manage temporary shortfalls income or 
unexpected expenditure.

Credit is not a substitute for better wages and employment conditions, or improved benefits or social 
welfare support systems. We recognise the significant macro-economic challenges facing low income 
households, who disproportionately pay more for a range goods and services than people with higher 
incomes. 

Poor and / or thin credit files, limited use of other financial products, the tenure choices people 
have, insecurity of income, lack of savings  and a myriad of other factors that impact on the lowest 
income households result in those households being excluded from many mainstream credit options 
and being reliant on more expensive, non-standard alternatives - the poverty premium. Indeed, the 
characteristics of those affected most by the poverty premium are the very people identified in 
CP18/35 (3.25, page 14) as disproportionate users of Rent to Own (RTO).

The basis for our submission

The Carnegie UK Trust currently:

• Support a national Scotland Action Group, chaired by the Very Reverend Dr John Chalmers, 
former Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, to provide strategic leadership 
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and challenge on boosting the supply of affordable credit services. The recently refreshed group 
includes senior representatives from Royal Bank of Scotland, Virgin Money, Scottish Government, 
Young Scot, Poverty Alliance, Money Advice Service, Money Advice Scotland, Glasgow Caledonian 
University, and Step Change Debt Charity.

• Engage a full-time Associate to maintain an overview of developments and activities in the credit 
markets to help inform our work.Our Associate provides expert, technical advice to help affordable 
credit providers to extend their reach; and supports local areas build up their affordable credit 
offering. We are currently engaged in discussions across several local authorities in Scotland and 
offer assistance in affordable credit developments in England and Wales.  

• Deliver a research programme which covers:

 - research on young people’s view of  credit, 
 - research on where former payday users now seek their credit, 
	 -	 detailed	insight	into	the	use	of	credit	and	financial	resilience,	including	
 - an assessment on who uses Scotland’s credit unions, 
	 -	 ongoing	research	into	how	to	achieve	a	scaling	up	of	the	UK’s	not	for	profit	CDFI		sector.	

• Have established a mission driven Affordable Credit Fund (ACLF)  managed by Social 
Investment	Scotland	(SIS)	offering	loan	capital	to	social	lenders	on	flexible	loan	term	and	at	a	price	
point	that	makes	it	much	more	affordable	for	social	lenders	to	access	capital.	The	ACLF	primary	
objective	is	to	offer	support	for	the	expansion	of	the	not-for-profit	lending	sector.	Carnegie	seeded	
the fund with a £1m mission driven investment from our endowment, and within three months 
of	establishing	the	fund,	it	has	benefited	from	further	injections	of	loan	capital	from	the	Scottish	
Government	(£1m)	and	Joseph	Rowntree	Foundation	(£0.5m).	The	Fund’s	first	loan	for	£500,000	
was	issued	to	online	not-for-profit,	white	goods	lender,	Fair	for	You,	in	October	2018. 

• Are informed by the Gateway to Affordable Credit report,	which	Carnegie	published	in	February	
2016	and	led	directly	to	the	establishment	of	the	national	Action	Group,	engagement	of	the	
Carnegie	Associate	and	implementation	of	the	Loan	Fund.	This	report	was	a	shared	output	from	a	
cross-sectoral	working	group	of	over	20	organisations	in	the	public,	private	and	voluntary	sector	–	
including	national	and	local	government,	financial	service	providers,	affordable	credit	lenders,	major	
funders, debt charities, academic experts, policy institutions and the commercial non-mainstream 
credit sector.

The report called for: “A step-change in how public policy addresses access to credit”.	It	has	been	widely	
cited	in	the	Scottish	Government	Fairer	Scotland	Action	Plan	(where	we	pledge	to	increase	affordable	
credit	provision)	and	in	many	other	publications.	The	‘outcome	statement’	set	out	in	The	Gateway	to	
Affordable	Credit	report	is	the	basis	for	our	response	to	the	FCA	and	informs	our	response	to	the	FCA	
questions.	It	reads:	“All citizens, wherever they live, should have access to excellent forms of community 
lending which helps them to reduce the cost of borrowing and supports their financial inclusion, promotes 
fairness and reduces inequality”.
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Recapping our position:

As	we	stated	in	our	July	2018	response	to	CP	18/12	and	CP	18/13:	

“FCA remedial action on firms’ behaviours that cause consumer detriment will result in further declines in 
lending to low income consumers, (the declines already seen across HCSTC, Home Credit and RTO since 2013 
are significant both in terms of volume but also in terms of household income and demographic profile). This 
will bring significant benefits for customers, but without alternatives in place there is a risk that there could 
also be unintended, negative consequences”.

The	reduction	in	HCSTC	consumers	identified	by	the	FCA	is	shown	in	the	chart	(below)	along	with	the	
customer	numbers	declared	in	annual	reports	by	Provident	Financial	Group’s	consumer	credit	division	and	
Brighthouse.	The	collective	drop-off	since	2012	to	2017,	as	shown,	is	60%	representing	around	1.87m	
consumers. These changes are highly welcome, but at the same time we are concerned about the credit 
choices	for	these	consumers	and	encourage	support	for	the	expansion	of	at	scale,	financially	sustainable,	
affordable social alternatives. 

Chart 1: Reduction in high cost credit customers (general) 

Even without the proposed introduction of a cap on the cost of RTO goods the business practices and 
customer	profile	at	the	UK’s	largest	RTO	retailer,	BrightHouse,	have	already	changed.	The	chart	below1 

1  Chart extrapolated by Niall Alexander, Carnegie UK Trust, Associate from published BrightHouse papers and presentations to analysts available of BrightHouse 
corporate website. 
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shows	both	the	overall	drop	in	their	consumers	over	the	past	six	years	(the	equivalent	quarter	is	compared	
in	each	year),	but	also	the	company’s	own	acknowledgment	of	a	shift	from	‘riskier’	to	less	risky	consumers,	
and	the	subsequent	impact	on	the	profit	and	loss	account.	It	indicates	that	riskier	customers	with	
infrequent	repayments	are	(counter	intuitively)	more	lucrative	revenue	drivers	for	a	business	such	as	
Brighthouse,	possibly	because	they	repay	for	longer	and	incur	more	penalty	charges,	such	as	default	fees	–	
all of which supports the regulatory approach to limit the scope for high cost commercial lenders to target 
these	financially	vulnerable	consumers.

Chart 2: Changes in BrightHouse customer over six years and the impact on P&L
 

As	we	also	stated	in	our	July	2018	response	to	CP18/12	and	CP18/13:

“Developing alternative, affordable, ethical finance whilst restricting the worst excesses of commercial high 
cost lenders is very important. We believe that both actions proposed by the FCA are desirable; the pressing 
down on one area (commercial high cost credit) needs to be concomitant by the support of an alternative 
(affordable, ethical, mid cost credit).”

Our position therefore is to welcome both a clampdown on excessive RTO pricing and poor 
practice, which will reduce consumer harm, and likely reduce the number of RTO consumers 
further, alongside a commitment to support fair credit alternatives to step into the vacated space. 
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Specifically,	this	means	that	we	would:

• endorse a mechanism to control RTO base pricing and 

• endorse the introduce a total cap on credit, which is clear for consumers. 

In	both	areas	we	suggest	amendments	to	the	way	the	FCA	proposes	to	do	this:	

• On base pricing; The RTO base pricing proposal of a median of three suppliers, could still result 
in	higher-than-desirable	retail	pricing	if	a	baselining	method	is	adopted	by	RTO	firms	of	selective	
shopping around toward the higher end of retail price market, and combining this with a high 
catalogue	price	in	order	to	calculate	the	median.	We	propose	that	the	FCA	increase	the	number	of	
firms	that	RTO	suppliers	can	select	from	when	baselining	their	prices	is	increased	to	six	with	only	one	
catalogue company permitted within this number. 

• On the mechanics of the 100% cost cap;	the	clarity	we	suggest	ought	to	–	for	reasons	of	cost	
and	transparency	–	encompass	some,	if	not	all	of	the	elements	that	the	FCA	propose	to	leave	out;	
namely,	an	arrears	/	default	fee,	TAD	cover,	and	extended	warranty	cover.	We	would	ask	the	FCA	to	
look again at this issue. 

We	strongly	welcome	the	FCA’s	continued	support	for	alternative	fairer	finance	that	can	be	attractive	to	
the demographic that is using RTO and other forms of high cost credit. We believe there are good models 
of affordable credit delivered by social enterprises, often lending to the same individuals who currently use 
RTO and other high cost credit. 

These	fairer	alternatives	exist	throughout	the	UK	(Moneyline	UK,	Street	UK,	Fair	for	You,	Conduit	Scotland,	
Scotcash	and	others	whose	reported	demographics	are	similar	to	the	RTO	borrower)	but	they	need	support	
for their infrastructure, loan capital, marketing and systems.

Only by expanding these models to reach many more people and provide them with fairer credit options 
can	the	full	benefits	of	eradicating	unfair	practices	amongst	RTO	firms	be	properly	realised.		An	alternative	
vision,	that	simply	removing	one	form	of	unfair	credit	will	result	in	customers	‘going	without’	in	a	positive	
way, appears, from our own research on the issue, unlikely and in many cases, undesirable. 

Our response to questions raised in CP18/35

Q1: Do you agree with our assessment of harm to consumers from high prices?

We	believe	that	the	identification	in	CP18/35	of	RTO	consumers	is	helpful	and	significant.	As	the	FCA	
identifies	the	borrowers	are:	

•	 predominantly	in	social	rented	accommodation	(67%),	
•	 not	working	full	time	(66%),	
•	 on	a	low	income	of	£12,000	to	£18,000	and	
•	 lone	parents	(23%)		
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These are many of the same characteristics of consumers who face the greatest challenges in accessing 
credit. 

These	characteristics	are	also	prevalent	among	the	not	for	profit	sector	that	lends	fairly	and	responsibly,	
and	which,	with	support,	could	lend	to	greater	numbers.	For	example,	the	2017	Moneyline-UK	social	
impact	report	identifies	their	customer	as	being:

• in social rented accommodation	(57%),	
•	 not	working	full	time	(65%),
•	 on	a	low	income	(Moneyline	customer	median	annual	income	of	£14,820),	and	
•	 lone	parents	(38%).

We	do	not	see	these	same	demographics	within	the	credit	union	sector.	This	is	significant	in	terms	of	
planning the support and promotion of alternative, fair credit. Research for Carnegie UK Trust, undertaken 
by	Ipsos	MORI	Scotland,	in	2018,	identified	that	credit	union	account	holders	in	Scotland	predominantly	
‘look	like	Scotland’	and	are	not	focussed	on	a	lowest	income	demographic.

Infographic:	Scotland’s	credit	union	account	holders	(Ipsos	MORI,	2018)	
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We	note	that	the	FCA	research	identifies	low	levels	of	financial	literacy2, consumers focussed on weekly 
repayment costs3 relatively low levels of consumer regret4	and	significantly	74%	of	consumers	were	
accessing RTO to replace damaged white goods5.	Again,	we	think	these	characteristics	are	significant.	
People need to be more aware of the better, fairer alternatives, and they will be unlikely to independently 
research these alternatives. 

Responses to specific questions posed in CP18/35

Q2: Do you agree with our assessment that other measures will not be fully effective in reducing harm from 
high prices?

We believe that credit can be helpful for consumers, when the needs of the borrower are aligned with the 
motivations of the lender. We support customers being able to access whatever goods they wish, provided 
they meet affordability assessments. We do not support limiting choice to basic models or setting 
criteria on essential versus desirable goods. We do not believe that any consumers should be limited to a 
proportion of their net income for borrowing purposes. 

We	believe	that	the	alternative	credit	sector	which	is	not	for	profit	has	begun	to	show	how	it	can	price	
sustainably, minimising the cost to the customer not maximising it. Ensuring that customers are aware of 
and can easily access fair credit providers seems to us to be the best alternative to those providers whose 
aims	are	profit	maximisation.	

Q3: Do you agree with our approach to benchmarking base price

The	proposal	of	three	mainstream	lenders	prices	(and	limiting	this	to	one,	of	three,	quotes	from	a	
catalogue	company)	seems	like	a	practical	solution	that	meets	the	requirement	to	address	the	inflating	
of	base	price,	which	as	noted	in	CP18/12	averages	36%	more	than	typical	retail	price.6 However, to reach 
fairer base pricing we propose six quotes are selected not three, with only one being permitted from a 
catalogue	company.	Increasing	the	number	of	other	lenders	ought	to	result	in	a	price	closer	to	the	modal	
prices of a range of suppliers of similar goods. 

We, therefore, believe that the overall solution proposed is broadly right. We support the benchmarking 
of RTO base price being set no higher than the median of selected retailers. However, our own, relatively 
quick, internet-based research of pricing revealed that there are a range of retailers both national and 
regional	that,	if	chosen	selectively	could	reduce	the	retail	price	less	substantially	than	perhaps	the	FCA,	
and	the	public,	might	desire.	Hence	our	suggestion	that	the	FCA	extend	the	number	to	six	retailers	(with	
only	one	being	a	catalogue	company).

2	 	FCA	CP18/35	point	3.44

3	 	FCA	CP18/35	point	3.43

4	 	FCA	CP18/35	point	3.47

5	 	FCA	CP18/35	point	3.12

6	 	CP18/12	(May	2018)	Table	2.1	(page	15)	Typical	retail	price	£400,	TRO	Cash	Price	£544	(based	on	average	of	75	examples)	
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Three examples below illustrate why we support six, not three, retailers being used to establish a base 
price,	with	only	one	being	a	catalogue	supplier.	From	BrightHouse	website	we	selected,	at	random:

Samsung 9KG Quick Drive Washing Machine with AddWash (BrightHouse: £1,021) 

Sony 65” 4K Ultra HD Smart TV (BrightHouse: £1,021)

Samsung 60cm Fridge Freezer – Silver (BrightHouse: £589)

In	each	of	the	scenarios	the	median	value	with	six	suppliers	(including	one	from	a	catalogue	company)	
resulted	in	a	percentage	differential	from	the	BrightHouse	original	price	of	27%,	7%	and	7%	using	three	
benchmark	prices.	In	the	scenario	with	six	benchmark	prices	the	differential	increased	to	28%,	12%	and	
19%which	is	closer	to	the	differential	that	the	FCA	noted	in	CP18/12.

The	sources	were	drawn	from	an	internet	search	on	14/01/19.	

Chart	3:	benchmarking	BrightHouse	prices	against	3	and	6	other	retailers.	

Example 1
  

Samsung 9KG Quick Drive Washing Machine with AddWash Type Cost

Brighthouse £1,020.51
John Lewis & Partners £590

Very catalogue £590

Currys £660
Appliance City £699
Amazon £729
AO.com £730
Appliances Direct £737
Debenhams £742
Littlewoods catalogue £767
Argos catalogue £930
Mean	Average	(10	quotes)	(excluding	BrightHouse) £717
Median	Average	(10	quotes)	(Excluding	BrightHouse)	 £729
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	3	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £742
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	6	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £734
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Example	2

Sony 65" 4K Ultra HD Smart TV Type Cost

Brighthouse £1,020.51
Appliances Direct £863

Debenhams £888

Currys £899
Amazon £899
AO £899
Richer Sounds £899
Very catalogue £899
Argos catalogue £949
GAME £949
Littlewoods catalogue £1,180
Mean	Average	(10	quotes)	(excluding	BrightHouse) £932
Median	Average	(10	quotes)	(Excluding	BrightHouse)	 £899
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	3	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £949
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	6	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £899

Example	3

Samsung 60cm Fridge Freezer - Silver Type Cost

Brighthouse £588.75
Appliance City £369

Currys £399

John Lewis £399
Appliances Direct £412
Very catalogue £436
Debenhams £437
Argos catalogue £487
Amazon £515
Robert Dyas £550
Littlewoods catalogue £557
Mean	Average	(10	quotes)	(excluding	BrightHouse) £456
Median	Average	(10	quotes)	(Excluding	BrightHouse)	 £436
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	3	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £550
Highest	Priced	(Median)	using	6	suppliers	(inc	1	catalogue)	 £476
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Q4: Do you agree with proposals for a total credit cap

The general principle of setting a clear total cost limit that the public will understand namely, “you will 
never pay more than 100% of the purchase price” appears to be reasonably clear for consumers borrowing 
under	the	existing	HCSTC	cap	introduced	in	January	2015.	

The	existing	cost	cap	has	certainly	had	an	impact	on	customer	volumes	and	loan	originations.	It	has	
also	led	to	a	reduction	in	defaults	and	better	outcomes	for	consumers.	It	must	be	noted	that	the	FCA	
prediction	of	the	likely	reduction	in	consumers	as	a	result	of	the	2015	HCSTC	cap	was	significantly	lower	
than	the	eventual	number	of	people	who	can	now	–	rightly	–	no	longer	acccess	HCSTC.	

Where	we	differ	from	the	FCA’s	proposals	is	in	the	proposed	exclusion	of	arrears	/	default	charges,	and	
potentially	TAD	and	warranty	cover	from	the	100%	cost	cap.	

Within	the	existing	HCSTC	cap,	introduced	in	January	2015,	the	default	fee	of	£15	is	included	within	
the	100%	cost	cap.	It	appears	incongruous	to	exclude	a	similar	fee	from	a	proposed	RTO	cost	cap.	It	is	
preferable, clearer and more straightforward to explain to consumers that all repayments toward goods 
ownership	will	not	exceed	100%	of	the	base	price.	

Q5: Do you agree with our proposals on controlling the price of TAD Cover

We	appreciate	that	there	are	technical	difficulties	around	encompassing	the	TAD	and	warranty	add-ons	
within	the	total	cost	cap.	However,	the	overwhelming	number	of	customers	purchase	both	(90%	in	the	
case	of	TAD	and	70%	in	the	case	of	warranty	cover)	and	as	the	table	(below)	details	these	repayments	
appear	(from	extrapolation)	to	represent	a	significant	proportion	of	typical	(average)	weekly	repayments.	

(A) (B) (C)

Based	on	CP18/12	(May	2018)	Table	2.1	
(Average	(all	75	[RTO]	examples)		

RTO cash 
price

RTO	total	cost	w/	
credit	(156	week	
term)

RTO total cost 
w/	add-ons

156	weeks £540 £1,045 £1,444

Weekly	element	(A)	(B)	(C) £3.46 £3.24 £2.56

Weekly	element	(cumulative)	 £3.46 £6.70 £9.26

Percentage of total weekly repayment 37% 35% 28%

We recognise that there are advantages to taking out TAD and warranty cover, but we also note that the 
FCA	report	customers	are	not	noted	as	price-sensitive	to	the	add-on	price	at	point	of	sale,	nor	do	they	
exhibit	substantial	knowledge	of	manufacturer	warranty.	In	the	case	of	TAD	it	would	be	clearly	preferable	
for	the	customer	demographic	to	have	their	own	Home	Contents	Insurance	(HCI)	with	TAD	cover	included.	
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	The	RTO	sector,	as	demonstrated	by	the	FCA’s	detailed	analysis	is:

I.	 Used	by	customers	largely	on	an	essential	basis,	for	example,	to	replace	damaged	or	broken	white	
goods7	(see	3.12)	

II.	 Used	by	customers	with	low	levels	of	financial	literacy8 low levels of regret9 and focussed on the 
importance of weekly payments.10

III.	 Customers	Selling	predominantly	purchase	both	TAD	(90%)	and	warranty	cover	(70%)	extensively	to	
its customers

IV.	 Substantially	increasing	the	total	cost	to	customers	through	TAD	and	warranty	cover	sales	
substantially	increasethe	total	cost	to	customers	(see	CPA18/12	Table	2.111	“)

The	figures	provided	by	the	FCA	indicate	that	cross	selling	of	TAD	and	warranties	are	important	revenue	
drivers.	Our	extrapolation	(above,	4.12)	suggests	on	average	28%	of	weekly	repayment	is	made	up	of	
add-ons,	presumably	these	are	TAD	and	warranty	premiums	amounting	to	£2.56	of	£5.80	of	payments	
above	the	cost	of	repaying	the	base	price.	The	FCA	CP18/12	(May	2018)	goes	into	considerable	detail	on	
the impact on consumers, often unaware of the distinctions between TAD and warranties, the existing 
manufacturer warranty cover and the lack of price sensitivity and shopping around that customers exhibit

These	factors	suggest	to	us	that	the	considerable	financial	benefit	of	selling	TAD	and	warranty	cover	will	
remain  for retailers, leading to increased pressure on consumers to take out such policies. The cross selling 
of	TAD	and	warranty	cover	will	continue	within	any	new	cost	cap,	therefore	exceeding	the	100%	cost	cap.	

Commercial businesses will seek to maximise their revenues and we believe there is the potential for 
ongoing consumer detriment. 

The	welcome	repricing	of	the	item’s	base	price	allows	sufficient	margin	in	our	view	for	interest,	default	fees	
and,	potentially,	add	ons	to	all	be	included	within	100%	of	the	individual	item	total.		If	the	figure	exceeds	
100%	then	customer	detriment	is	more	likely.	

We	would	ask	that	the	FCA	re-assess	whether	the	costs	of	TAD	and	warranty	cover	are	included	within	the	
100%	cap.

In	separate	work	undertaken	by	Carnegie	UK	Trust	we	have	seen	keenly	priced	home	contents	policy	cover	
including	TAD	which	would	allow	customers	the	benefits	of	whole	contents	cover,	not	simply	individual	
item cover. Given that the majority of RTO customers are social renters it could be an obligation on a RTO 
firm	to	suggest	the	social	landlord	as	the	potential	point	of	contact	for	those	customers	that	need	home	
contents	coverage,	or	these	firms	could	seek	to	offer	appropriate	cover	that	will	be	within	the	cost	cap.

7	 	CPA	18/12	point	3.12

8	 	CPA	18/12	point	3.44

9	 	CPA	18/12	point	3.47

10	 	CPA	18/12	point	3.43

11	 	CPA	18/12	Table	2.1	average	(all	75	examples)	page	15
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Q6: Do you agree with our approach to controlling the price of arrears charges

As	stated	earlier,	we	believe	that	arrears	should	be	included	within	the	total	cost	cap.	It	appears	
incongruous to exclude a similar fee to that which is included in the existing HCSTC cap from the proposed 
RTO cap. Notwithstanding that it might confuse borrowers, allowing default fees to sit outwith the cost 
cap is potentially open-ended and could be prioritised as a revenue driver. These should not exist outwith 
the cost cap. 

Q7: Do you have any views on the implementation timetable

We support the proposed timetable. 

Other issues

The Carnegie UK Trust believes that affordable credit should be a key element of any anti-poverty 
strategy. We believe that credit issued appropriately and responsibly, can improve a borrower’s quality of 
life. Most people make use of credit, on occasion, as a normal part of our lives. Low income households 
also	need	access,	occasionally,	to	small	sums	of	money,	to	meet	expenditure	–	to	pay	for	a	school	trip,	
if the washing machine breaks down, or to pay for an unexpected bill or an emergency. Supporting 
affordable	credit	isn’t	a	binary	choice,	it	doesn’t	mean	that	wages	and	benefits	ought	not	to	be	better,	or	
fair employment contracts should not be standard. 

The introduction of caps, tighter scrutiny and monitoring has consequences. These can be extremely 
positive	but	are	not	always	benign.	We	remain	concerned	that	those	no	longer	able	to	access	(albeit)	high	
cost	credit	experience	poorer	outcomes	if	cheaper,	not-for-profit	alternatives	are	not	available.		The	rise	
in non-priority debts, the increased use of friends and family and the increased arrears within catalogue 
companies, alongside the reducing savings ratio means better options for borrowing fairly are restricted. 

The	social	lender	alternatives	are	sparse.	Credit	Unions	cannot	wholly	meet	the	gap.	Community	Finance	is	
currently miniscule and is unable to bridge the gap at present. The interim period of reducing the poorest 
practice	to	protect	consumers	is	welcome,	but	is	also	complex	as	we	ready	the	alternative	fairer	finance	
sector	to	fill	the	gap.	

In	summary,	we	welcome	the	FCA	proposal	with	the	caveats	outlined	in	this	response.


